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Windows8 スーパーマニュアル
2012-10

フルモデルチェンジで進化したwindows8を絶対使いこなす 初めてでも迷わない 便利で速効検索できるtips indexを採用 初心者から上級者まで すべての人にわかりやすい詳
細な図解 やってみたい便利ワザ マル秘ワザ 時短ワザを大量掲載 この1冊でwindows8のすべてが瞬時に理解できる

Windows XP 快速・快適 パーフェクトマニュアル
2011-12-14

重くて 遅くなってしまった windows xp 本来の能力を十二分に発揮させるべく 数々の秘技をq aスタイルで紹介する1冊 巻頭特集は 快速 快適にする処方箋 デスクトップ改造
術 クラウド時代にxpを元気に 有効に利用するテクも掲載

マウスラボマニュアル
2003-05-26

基本手技から ポジショナルクローニング 遺伝子改変マウスの作成まで マウスについてのあらゆる技術を網羅

Compilation Manual for an Index of Services Production
2007-07-03

the oecd compilation manual for index of services production contains guidelines and methodologies
to measure short term production activities of the services sector by national agencies and
international organisations

Factory Planning Manual
2009-10-29

the central purpose of this book is to impart knowledge skills and practical plementation methods for
the planning and operation of adaptable production cilities and factories it addresses planning
methods and procedures for various types of production facility up to and including entire factories
and is aimed at practicing factory planners and students alike the book provides facts and
demonstrates practical processes using case studies for the purposes of illustration so that ultimately
skills can be acquired that make independent practical implementation and app cation possible it is
based on up to the minute practical experience and univ sally applicable knowledge of the planning
and technological design of adaptable production facilities manufacturing and assembly and factories
in comparison to existing thematically similar reference books what is in vative about this manual is
that it provides the impulse for a more flexible pl ning approach for the efficient design of adaptable
production facilities using sponsive unconventional planning and organizational solutions the book
aims to provide a way of integrating systematic and situation driven planning methods in a
meaningful way situation driven planning is becoming increasingly important to production facilities in
these fast moving times of change in particular in terms of resource and energy efficiency existing
technical and organizational course of action in terms of resources both human and technical need to
be selected for the specific case at hand and changes to workshops products processes and equ ment
need to be managed
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PHP+MySQLでつくるウェブアプリ
2011-02-04

written by leading experts public administration in east asia mainland china japan south korea taiwan
examines the inner workings of governments in east asia in particular its public administration and
related public policy processes it focuses on the apparatus of government the agencies their values
context and policies within which they operate organized in parallel sections the book covers the
history public policy processes organization hrm ethics corruption intergovernmental relations
performance management and e government it discusses each of these topics separately for
mainland china japan south korea and taiwan providing an unusual and important comparative
perspective the book includes essential knowledge and facts discussions of emerging issues and
useful resources for further reading it addresses questions such as what is the history of public
administration in east asia how are decisions made what is the role of confucianism in shaping public
administration how does the developmental path affect public administration why is performance
management emphasized what is the state of citizen participation how are ethical underpinnings of
the civil service different from the west why are intergovernmental relations an essential issue in east
asia what are the politics behind world class achievements in it what is the nature of civil service
reform what is the nature of efforts to combat government corruption you can find many books on
trade policy and politics that sometimes give good insight into the operation of government agencies
you can also find a few edited books that contain single chapters on countries in the asia pacific
region what is missing however is a single resource that provides an overview with depth on matters
solely about public administration this state of the art resource brings together the fragments of
existing knowledge on east asian economies filling the need for a comprehensive compendium that
showcases the public administration practices in the region and east asia s innovative approaches to
governance and its many challenges

Public Administration in East Asia
2017-09-25

圧倒的なシェアを誇る 筆ぐるめ の解説書

筆ぐるめVer.12操作マニュアル
2005-04

exotic pests and diseases have long been an important concern in agriculture the problem is
becoming increasingly urgent and complex because agricultural trade has been liberalized worldwide
and as a consequence the probability of spreading a disease or a pest through national borders has
become a real threat not only for the agricultural industry but also for human health and the natural
environment this edited volume s list of international contributors reads like a who s who of
international agricultural research this book includes ten interdisciplinary case studies that focus on
specific pests or diseases that represent a range of threats to u s agriculture wild lands and the urban
landscape and possible government responses to these threats each chapter combines in an original
fashion biological foundations and implications for the public giving powerful insights to a series of
public policy issues of national and international relevance in many instances economic analysis of
alternative policies is included exotic pest control is discussed in a public good general framework and
under the international regulatory laws comprised by the sanitary and phytosanitary protocol of the
wto
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CeDEM11
2007-11-19

state of the art empirical support for the treatmentof substance abuse part of the clinician s guide to
evidence based practice series substance abuse treatment for youth and adults provides busy mental
health practitioners with detailed step by step guidance for implementing clinical interventions that
are supported by the latest scientific evidence edited by renowned educators david w springer and
allen rubin this thorough yet practical reference draws on a roster of experts and researchers in the
field who have assembled state of the art knowledge into this well rounded guide each chapter serves
as a practitioner focused how to guide and covers interventions that have the best empirical support
for treating substance abuse problems including family behavior therapy for substance abuse and
associated problems motivational interviewing problem solving and social skills training adolescent
community reinforcement approach a cra cognitive behavioral coping skills therapy for adults seeking
safety treatment for clients with ptsd and substance abuse easy to use and accessible in tone
substance abuse treatment for youth and adults is an indispensable resource for practitioners who
would like to implement evidence based compassionate effective interventions in their care of
substance abusing clients

Exotic Pests and Diseases
2009-08-21

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できま
せん コンパクトなのに見やすい わかりやすいポケットサイズの解説書シリーズ 速効 ポケットマニュアル です powerpoint 2013 2010 2007に対応しています すべ
てのスライドにロゴマークを挿入したい 段落を一段ずつ表示するようなアニメーションを作りたい パワポがない相手にスライドショーを見せたい といった 実践的ですぐに役立つ操作方法
をたくさん紹介します

Substance Abuse Treatment for Youth and Adults
2014-05-24

advanced php for flash is the follow up to the hugely popular foundation php for flash the main aim of
this book is to extend the reader s knowledge of using php and mysql to produce dynamic content for
flash essentially it picks up the baton from the first book and runs with it until there s no more road
the book takes the reader from being an intermediate to an advanced php flash developer and helps
them create some awesome flash based web applications along the way it covers the core php
features as well as some exciting extras that follow on directly from the knowledge gained in the first
chapter and show the reader how to use them in real world applications this book covers sessions file
uploading advanced mysql socket functions php and xml ming plus fully functional case studies this
book is aimed squarely at those readers who want to create dynamic flash based web applications
and especially at those who have finished the first book and are hungry for more as this book is
pitched at those with an intermediate knowledge of php and a decent grasp of mysql it has the
advantage of being useful to both programmers and those coming over from the first book

速効！ポケットマニュアル PowerPoint 基本ワザ＆便利ワザ 2013＆2010＆2007対応
2013-11-11

pharmacy education what matters in learning and teaching is an essential resource for any pharmacy
faculty member more than a narration of the philosophical aspects of teaching and personal
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perspectives on life as a faculty member it explores what matters why it matters and how to apply the
matter to teaching learning and assessment in pharmacy education it covers a variety of teaching
settings e g large classroom small group teaching clinical site and guides the reader in developing a
deeper understanding of what it means to be a teacher scenarios are included in each chapter
offering readers the opportunity to readily apply educational theory to their role as educators and to
adapt the book s content to their specific educational setting the reader whether a part time faculty
member full time faculty member or adjunct professor preceptor is given the opportunity to
personalize the material addressed in the text to his her stage of development through engagement
in reflective workbook exercises pharmacy education what matters in learning and teaching is a
valuable tool for mid level senior level faculty members as well as for new faculty this text can also
serve as a resource for adjunct faculty members and pharmacy residency directors and preceptors to
aid in the development and refinement of clinical educational programs in pharmacy this book will be
a valuable tool for not only individual pharmacy educators but for schools of pharmacy and pharmacy
residency programs in their provision of faculty development and preceptor development programs

Advanced PHP for Flash
2008

seit dem beitritt chinas zur world trade organisation wto dr ngen immer mehr unternehmen der
westlichen welt auf den chinesischen markt und sehen sich vielf ltigen kulturellen konomischen und
gesetzlichen h rden gegen ber die eine auseinandersetzung mit dem und eine anpassung an den
markt erfordern nicht nur hinsichtlich des portfolios und des vertriebs sondern auch insbesondere der
kommunikation das strenge kontrollsystem des staates die infrastrukturellen und demografischen
besonderheiten des landes der chinesische konsument als black box diese neuen herausforderungen
verlangen eine modifikation der ma nahmen und strategien die sich in den ges ttigten westlichen m
rkten bew hrt haben durch die markenf hrung im internet die sich auf die markenkommunikation
konzentriert ergeben sich neue m glichkeiten der positionierung zum einen durch die multimedialen
und interaktiven ansprachem glichkeiten zum anderen durch die rasant steigende anzahl und
kaufkraft chinesischer internetnutzer ber cksichtigt werden muss dabei aber die frage inwieweit sich
die nutzung des mediums von der in westlichen l ndern unterscheidet und welche auswirkungen dies
auf die praktische umsetzung der markenkommunikation in china hat f r westliche unternehmen
resultiert aus dem engagement im chinesischen markt eine gratwanderung zwischen lokaler
anpassung und globaler markenf hrung mit weit reichenden folgen f r den zuk nftigen erfolg im
vorliegenden buch wird untersucht welche ma nahmen der kommunikation f r chinesische webseiten
erfolg versprechend sind die auftritte internationaler unternehmen werden analysiert und es werden
dem leser handlungsempfehlungen gegeben

臨床研究のためのStataマニュアル
2010-11-15

this is a collection of leading research within corpus based translation studies cts cts is now
recognized as a major paradigm that has transformed analysis within the discipline of translation
studies it can be defined as the use of corpus linguistic technologies to inform and elucidate the
translation process something that is increasingly accessible through advances in computer
technology the book pulls together a wide range of perspectives from respected authors in the field
all the chapters deal with the implementation of the basic concepts and methodologies providing the
reader with practical tools for their own research the book addresses key issues in corpus analysis
including online corpora and corpus construction and covers both translation and interpreting the
authors look at various languages and utilize a variety of approaches qualitative and quantitative
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reflecting the breadth of the field and providing many valuable examples of the methodology at work

Pharmacy Education
2007

the 1st international conference on applied cryptography and network se rity acns 2003 was
sponsored and organized by icisa international c munications and information security association in
cooperation with mian pte ltd and the kunming government it was held in kunming china in tober
2003 the conference proceedings was published as volume 2846 of the lecture notes in computer
science lncs series of springer verlag the conference received 191 submissions from 24 countries and
regions 32 of these papers were accepted representing 15 countries and regions acceptance rate of
16 75 in this volume you will nd the revised versions of the cepted papers that were presented at the
conference in addition to the main track of presentations of accepted papers an additional track was
held in the conference where presentations of an industrial and technical nature were given these
presentations were also carefully selected from a large set of presentation proposals this new
international conference series is the result of the vision of dr yongfei han the conference
concentrates on current developments that advance the eas of applied cryptography and its
application to systems and network security the goal is to represent both academic research works
and developments in dustrial and technical frontiers we thank dr han for initiating this conference and
for serving as its general chair

Markenf�hrung im chinesischen Internet
2011-06-16

本書はiphone アイフォーン を使い情報を整理し ひいては仕事を超効率的にさばくための具体的なアプリの使い方を実践的な手順解説を含め 丁寧に解説 実用的な構成とし
iphone4を初購入したユーザーでも理解しやすい構成が特徴

Corpus-Based Translation Studies
2003-10-24

カーネル作りは意外とカンタン ブートストラップローダからタスクスイッチング メモリページングまで 順序だてて学べる x86 cpuの保護モードプログラミングがよくわかる シンプ
ルな機能のコードで基本の基本から理解できる 最後はc言語とアセンブラによるカーネル作成にも挑戦

Applied Cryptography and Network Security
2006

scrollytellings are an innovative form of web content combining the benefits of books images movies
and video games they are a tool to tell compelling stories and provide excellent learning opportunities
due to their multi modality creating high quality scrollytellings is not an easy task different
professions such as content designers graphics designers and developers need to collaborate to get
the best out of the possibilities the scrollytelling format provides collaboration unlocks great potential
however content designers cannot create scrollytellings directly and always need to consult with
developers to implement their vision this can result in misunderstandings often the resulting
scrollytelling will not match the designer s vision sufficiently causing unnecessary iterations our
project partner typeshift specializes in the creation of individualized scrollytellings for their clients
examined existing solutions for authoring interactive content are not optimally suited for creating
highly customized scrollytellings while still being able to manipulate all their elements
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programmatically based on their experience and expertise we developed an editor to author
scrollytellings in the lively next live programming environment in this environment a graphical user
interface for content design is combined with powerful possibilities for programming behavior with the
morphic system the editor allows content designers to take on large parts of the creation process of
scrollytellings on their own such as creating the visible elements animating content and fine tuning
the scrollytelling hence developers can focus on interactive elements such as simulations and games
together with typeshift we evaluated the tool by recreating an existing scrollytelling and identified
possible future enhancements our editor streamlines the creation process of scrollytellings content
designers and developers can now both work on the same scrollytelling due to the editor inside of the
lively next environment they can both work with a set of tools familiar to them and their traits thus we
mitigate unnecessary iterations and misunderstandings by enabling content designers to realize large
parts of their vision of a scrollytelling on their own developers can add advanced and individual
behavior thus developers and content designers benefit from a clearer distribution of tasks while
keeping the benefits of collaboration

NASD Manual
2010-09-03

in this book the iom makes recommendations for permitting independent practice for mental health
counselors treating patients within tricare the dod s health care benefits program this would change
current policy which requires all counselors to practice under a physician s supervision without regard
to their education training licensure or experience

iPhone ビジネス超効率化マニュアル
2009-04-25

onshore unconventional gas operations in most jurisdictions operate on the legal principle that all
activities during exploration and extraction are temporary in nature the concept that the onshore
unconventional gas industry has a temporary effect on the land on which it operates creates a
regulatory paradox on one hand unconventional gas activities create energy security national wealth
and a bourgeoning export industry on the other agricultural land and agriculturalists may be
significantly disadvantaged by unconventional gas activities potentially producing permanent damage
to non renewable fertile soils and spoiling the underground water tables thus threatening future food
security and food sovereignty this book explores the socio regulatory dimensions of coexistence
between agricultural and onshore unconventional gas land uses in the jurisdictions with the highest
concentration of proven unconventional gas reserves australia canada the usa the uk france poland
and china in exploring the differing regulatory standpoints of unconventional gas land uses on
productive farming land in the chosen jurisdictions this book provides an original three part
categorisation of regulatory approaches addressing the coexistence of agricultural land and
unconventional gas namely adaptive management precautionary and finally statism it offers a timely
and topical approach to socio legal natural resource governance theory based on the participation
transparency and empowerment for agricultural landholders examining how differing frameworks
such as the collective bargaining framework can create equitable and sustainable contractual
arrangements with unconventional gas companies

作りながら学ぶOSカーネル
2022-09-21
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from modeling and simulation to games and entertainment with contributions from leaders in systems
and organizational modeling behavioral and social sciences computing and visualization and gaming
and entertainment organizational simulation both articulates the grand vision of immersive
environments and shows in detail how to realize it this book offers unparalleled insight into the
cutting edge of the field since it was written by those who actually researched designed developed
deployed marketed sold and critiqued today s best organizational simulations the coverage is divided
into four sections introduction outlines the need for organizational simulation to support strategic
thinking design of unprecedented systems and organizational learning including the functionality and
technology required to enable this support behaviors covers the state of knowledge of individual
group and team behaviors and performance how performance can best be supported how
performance is affected by national differences and how organizational performance can best be
measured modeling describes the latest approaches to modeling and simulating people groups teams
and organizations as well as narrative contexts and organizational environments within which these
entities act drawing from a rich set of modeling methods and tools simulations and games illustrates
a wide range of fielded simulations games and entertainment including the methods and tools
employed for designing developing deploying and evaluating these systems as well as the social
implications for the associated communities that have emerged addressing all levels of organizational
simulation architecture with theories and applications and enabling technologies for each
organizational simulation offers students and professionals the premier reference and practical
toolbox for this dynamic field

Tool support for collaborative creation of interactive
storytelling media
2010-06-23

htmlやcssの予備知識不要 はじめてwordpressに触れる方 会社のサイトのリニューアルを考えている方 フルサイト編集対応のテーマを使って 会社のサイトを作ろう

Provision of Mental Health Counseling Services Under
TRICARE
2018-11-02

meeting the hygiene needs of patients is a fundamental aspect of nursing care this practical and
introductory guide outlines and emphasises the nursing skills required to meet the essential personal
hygiene care needs of patients in various healthcare settings it explores care of the eyes ears mouth
nails and hair and provides evidence based rationales for each procedure methods of washing the
patient are discussed and bed making and patient positioning is explored each chapter provides the
necessary anatomy and physiology as well as common conditions safety issues privacy and dignity
cultural and religious considerations and infection control issues special features identifies the
theoretical base underpinning clinical procedures provides a research and evidence base for nursing
practice equips registered and non registered staff with the knowledge to carry out safe care delivery
relating to meeting hygiene needs incorporates recommendations from the essence of care

Agricultural Land Use and Natural Gas Extraction Conflicts
2005-07-22

explores the range of techniques for the production of digital interactive panoramas and object
movies details of all the necessary steps involved in panoramic photography professional tips and
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tricks from a professional photographer and web designer

Organizational Simulation
2023-03

this book provides an insight into the possibilities that so called electronic government has to offer it
demonstrates the elements belonging to the concept of e government and acts as a point of
reference for those aiming to implement it checklists and lists of questions enable self assessment at
local state and federal levels highlighting opportunities for further development the book cannot be
described as technical programmers will not find any instructions instead it is designed to act as a
point of orientation for decision makers in the field of government and politics without the need to get
bogged down in technical details central to the book are the following questions what is electronic
government what advantages does it bring to those involved with it and how can it be introduced

WordPressのﾂﾎﾞとｺﾂがｾﾞｯﾀｲにわかる本[第2版]
2010-01-19

multidisciplinary treatment of the urgent issues surrounding urban pollution worldwide written by
some of the top experts on the subject in the world this book presents the diverse complex and
current themes of the urban pollution debate across the built environment urban development and
management continuum it uniquely combines the science of urban pollution with associated policy
that seeks to control it and includes a comprehensive collection of international case studies showing
the status of the problem worldwide urban pollution science and management is a multifaceted
collection of chapters that address the contemporary concomitant issues of increasing urban living
and associated issues with contamination by offering solutions specifically for the built environment it
covers the impacts of urban pollution historical urban pollution evolution of air quality policy and
management in urban areas ground gases in urban environments bioaccessibility of trace elements in
urban environments urban wastewater collection treatment and disposal living green roofs light
pollution river ecology greywater recycling and reuse containment of pollution from urban waste
disposal sites bioremediation in urban pollution mitigation air quality monitoring urban pollution in
china and india urban planning in sub saharan africa and more deals with both the science and the
relevant policy and management issues examines the main sources of urban pollution covers both
first world and developing world urban pollution issues integrates the latest scientific research with
practical case studies deals with both legacy and emerging pollutants and their effects the integration
of physical and environmental sciences combined with social economic and political sciences and the
use of case studies makes urban pollution science and management an incredibly useful resource for
policy experts scientists engineers and those interested in the subject

Personal Hygiene Care
2004-08-09

surfaceは初期設定では使わない surfaceの自分流設定を大公開 windowsタブレット徹底活用 いつでもどこでも情報収集 使いこなしのツボとコツ満載

Interactive Panoramas
2004-11-01

linuxカーネルの仕組みを解説する決定版
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Managing the Electronic Government
2018-10-19

film moves audiences like no other medium both documentaries and feature films are especially
remarkable for their ability to influence viewers best selling author james brady remarked that he
joined the marines to fight in korea after seeing a john wayne film demonstrating how a motion
picture can change the course of a human life in this case launching the career of a major historian
and novelist in why we fought america s wars in film and history editors peter c rollins and john e o
connor explore the complexities of war films describing the ways in which such productions interpret
history and illuminate american values politics and culture this comprehensive volume covers
representations of war in film from the american revolution in the 18th century to today s global war
on terror the contributors examine iconic battle films such as the big parade 1925 all quiet on the
western front 1930 from here to eternity 1953 and platoon 1986 considering them as historical
artifacts the authors explain how film shapes our cultural understanding of military conflicts analyzing
how war is depicted on television programs through news media outlets and in fictional and factual
texts with several essays examining the events of september 11 2001 and their aftermath the book
has a timely relevance concerning the country s current military conflicts jeff chown examines
controversial documentary films about the iraq war while stacy takacs considers jessica lynch and
american gender issues in a post 9 11 world and james kendrick explores the political messages and
aesthetic implications of united 93 from filmmakers who reshaped our understanding of the history of
the alamo to ken burns s popular series on the civil war to the uses of film and media in
understanding the vietnam conflict why we fought offers a balanced outlook one of the book s editors
was a combat officer in the united states marines the other an antiwar activist on the conflicts that
have become touchstones of american history as air force veteran and film scholar robert fyne notes
in the foreword american war films mirror a nation s past and offer tangible evidence of the ways
millions of americans have become devoted as was general macarthur to duty honor and country why
we fought chronicles how for more than half a century war films have shaped our nation s
consciousness

Urban Pollution
2013-07

covering the core concepts activities and approaches involved in medical education medical
education at a glance provides a concise accessible introduction to this rapidly expanding area of
study and practice this brand new title from the best selling at a glance series covers the range of
essential medical education topics which students trainees new lecturers and clinical teachers need to
know written by an experienced author team medical education at a glance is structured under the
major themes of the discipline including teaching skills learning theory and assessment making it an
easy to digest guide to the practical skills and theory of medical education teaching and learning
medical education at a glance presents core information in a highly visual way with key concepts and
terminology explained is a useful companion to the association for the study of medical education s
asme book understanding medical education covers a wide range of topics and themes is a perfect
guide for teaching and learning in both the classroom and clinical setting

はじめてのSurface Pro/RT完全活用マニュアル
2007-02

technological advancements in recent years have enabled the development of tiny cheap disposable
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and self contained battery powered computers known as sensor nodes or motes which can accept
input from an attached sensor process this input and transmit the results wirelessly to some
interested device s when a number of these nodes work together conceivably up to hundreds of
thousands a wireless sensor network wsn is formed research in the area of wireless sensor networks
has become increasingly wid pread in recent years partly due to their wide range of potential uses
and also partly due to the fact that the technology enabling such networks is now widely available
from many di erent suppliers such as crossbow moteiv intel and sun java based motes these wireless
sensor networks have the potential to allow a level of integration between computers and the physical
world that to date has been virtually impos ble the uses for such networks is almost limitless and
include such diverse app cations as a counter sniper system for urban warfare 1 tracking the path of a
forest re 2 determining the structural stability of a building after an earthquake 3 or tracking people
or objects inside a building 4 etc

Shōkai Linux kāneru
2008-07-25

this joint publication of the united nations the european commission the international monetary fund
the organization for economic cooperation and development and the world bank reflects the changes
and improvements that have been introduced to the system of national accounts since its most
recent revision in 1993 the system of national accounts 2008 2008 sna is a statistical framework that
provides a comprehensive consistent and flexible set of macroeconomic accounts for policymaking
analysis and research purposes the 2008 sna is expected to receive distinguished attention not only
from professionals practicing in the field of national accounts but policy makers analysts academia
and a broad range of users who rely on macroeconomic information obtainable from the updated
system of accounts it also provides an overarching framework for standards in other domains of
economic statistics facilitating the integration of these statistical systems to achieve consistency with
national accounts the publication that contains the 2008 sna has been substantially updated from its
previous version as a result of a multiyear collaborative project annex 3 of the publication provides a
detailed description of the new features of the 2008 sna the 2008 sna will support the implementation
of international standards in national accounting and provide the methodological basis for improving
the international comparability of national accounts data when adopting the 2008 sna as the updated
new standard of national accounting the united nations statistical commission encouraged all
countries to compile and report their national accounts on the basis of the 2008 sna as soon as
possible the publication also provides practical new tools to complement the previously published
version a glossary of sna terms and definitions and a comprehensive index

Why We Fought
2017-04-17

有力各社のweb制作内容やデザインが一目瞭然 web制作 システム構築からグラフィックまで事業内容を紹介 資本金 代表者名 スタッフ構成 クライアントまで列記 web制作の有
名企業 有望企業と巻末に600社を掲載 特に技術を売りたい企業の詳細を巻末に掲載

Medical Education at a Glance
2008-07-01

実際の判別応用例を データを交えて詳説
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